


Regarding tamagoyaki, it is made from domestic glutinous rice 

and kneaded with a large amount of corn. It has a crispy texture 

and rich flavor. In addition, we focus on the unique flavor of 

roasted corn and pursue the aroma of soy sauce. We've also 

added dried corn so you can enjoy natural sweetness and crunch. 

This is a light rice cracker; a snack that will remind you of Sap-

poro’s customs and customs every time you eat it.



Tamaki(puffed food)

"Quietly on the broad street, It would 

be nice to have roasted corn on an 

autumn night.”

                             -Ishikawa Takuboku

Talking about the symbols of Sapporo 

streets, It's Odori Park. Together with 

the aroma of Chase's roasted corn.

This is the scenery poetry of Sapporo

Eating grilled corn from Odori Park in 

summer. The happiness in Sapporo 

citizens’ childhood memories. I want 

to preserve the happiness in my memory

Hand is born Oh! Tamaki.



Tamamiyaki uses Japanese domestic rice, and you 

can feel the natural sweetness of the rice. Its texture 

is light and crispy, and it is sprinkled with a mixture 

of cheddar cheese and Gouda cheese. You will never 

get tired of eating it.

In addition, block dry cheese is added to make the 

taste richer. Eating the crispy tamagoyaki and the 

crispy bits of cheese is mesmerizing. The tamagoya-

ki and cheese cubes bring a pleasant dual taste. 

You'll fall in love with it once you take one bite, and 

you'll finish it without paying attention. "Shibago 

Tamaki" made by YOSHIMI

Even the pairing of casual snacks with beer and wine 

is outstanding and leaves people with endless after-

taste.

Boxed cheese tamagoyaki
(puffed food)



It has been a popular product of YOSHIMI 

since its release in 1984. It has a rich soy 

sauce flavor and the natural sweetness of 

corn.

The flavor of soy sauce faintly exudes the 

sweetness of corn! One bite is full of child-

hood memories, a taste loved by everyone 

from children to adults.

Individually packaged, easy to carry, suitable 

for afternoon snacks or travel snacks.

Fujiya×YOSHIMI

Tamaki flavored cookies



I'm glad I came to YOSHIMI's restaurant.

She was glad to have found YOSHIMI's souvenirs.

So that you can think so,

I will continue to refine my mind and skills.


